Minutes  
Monday November 23rd, 2015  
1:00 p.m.  
Grant Campus, Sagtikos 221

Present: Jenny Farquhar (chair), Lisa Melendez, Penny Bealle, Bruce Seger, Susan Lieberthal

1. Minutes were approved as written.
2. COL assignment revision - Jenny has decided that the Ammerman campus will not pilot the COL assignment that she created in the spring semester. There were a few reasons for this – first the College Seminar Advisory committee is discussing a revision of the course curriculum, which may include a new research assignment. The committee agreed at send the assignment JF created to all librarians (full-time and adjunct) for feedback and to ask them for their ideas on how to revise the COL assignment. We also agreed that we should schedule a workshop in early February that all librarians could attend to discuss changes to the assignment.
3. EDS assessment – we discussed setting up focus groups and deciding what we should ask them. Agreed that the questions not be too descriptive. Perhaps “How would these tools serve you for your research projects?” We will do some research to find out what other colleges have done. Jenny will put question on the ILI-listserve and Penny, the SUNYLA listserve.
4. GoTS update – Jenny reported that Susan Lieberthal has been in contact with the SUNY Council of Library Directors about finding a school to host a server for GoTS and it looks like Buffalo State may volunteer. Penny mentioned that Johanna has made a GoTS for searching the Skidmore library catalog.
5. Information Literacy video – we discussed ways to use the information literacy video created Susan Wood and Paul Turano. Some ideas included the college seminar training, providing to department chairs, putting on our YouTube channel. We decided that the video should be sent to the Library Administrators who can in turn contact campus Deans. Jenny will send them the link to the video.
6. New Business – We talked about having a “Search All” video that could be added to the Tutorials libguide. It should be no more than 2 minutes long. Jenny will ask Dawn and Susan W.